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The project aims to fulfill the need to establish and enhance the collaboration between Finnish and 
Chinese HEIs on AI service robot education and research. AI service robot is expected to be the next 
big thing for both societal and economic development, which will profoundly and significantly alter 
the current job structure. Both practitioners and academics project that pervasive use of robots in our 
daily lives will be reality within the next decade or two. Understanding such change is important for 
HEIs to prepare their teaching curricula for the need of the future job market. China has been a 
pioneer in AI service robot R&D and application in business ahead of the world. Such as robot 
attendants (e.g. robot bellhop) have been widely applied to serve customers in different service 
contexts. 
 
The project will yield new knowledge pertinent to three research topics, including i) the big changes 
that AI service robot deployment will bring to business companies; ii) the main challenges in AI service 
robot implementation and the practical tacking strategies for business companies; and iii) the key 
capabilities and skills for managing robotic staff as resources in daily business operation. 
Through this project, we aims to establish a platform to support researchers and doctoral students of 
both Finnish and Chinese HEIs to collaborate and develop expertise on AI service robot based on a 
extant research collaboration network. Specifically, this project expects to fulfil the following three 
goals: 
 
1) Joint research and doctoral education 
The project aims to support joint training for doctoral students in the field of AI service robots. The 
Chinese and Finnish doctoral students and staff will have research visits to the host universities and 
collect empirical research data to support research and doctoral training. Research workshops, 
seminars, and intensive courses will be organized for doctoral students to facilitate knowledge 
sharing, training and research collaboration. 
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2) Teaching collaboration and curriculum development 
By field observation and visits to companies, new teaching materials will be obtained. New 
teaching cases will be developed accordingly and used for teaching practices. Through meeting 
with business practitioners, we will obtain a better vision on industry demand on future labor in 
terms of needed skills. This offers a venue for HEIs to understand and appropriately adjust their 
curriculum 
3) Research collaboration with business companies 
By field observation and visits to companies, new teaching materials will be developed accordingly 
and used for teaching practices in both the Finnish and Chinese HEIs. Through research 
collaboration with business practitioners we will obtain a better vision on the future labor market 
relevant to AI service robot. This offers a venue for HEIs in China and Finland to appropriately 
adjust their curricula in education in alignment with the demands from the future labor market.  
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